Michelle Brown
34

Stage

Action

F ee l ing

Goal

Scenario

Design manager at studio brown

Trigger

Ad v ertising

Selection

A designer quits

Michelle reaches out to

Unable to find anyone

Michelle sifts through the

Michelle interviews the

Each suitable candidate is

The successful candidate

Staff member is a good fit

her personal network to

through her own network,

applicants’ resumes and

shortlisted candidates

invited in to work for a

is hired with a probation

and stays with the team

find candidates

Michelle posts an ad on a

portfolios and shortlists

trial period

period


jobs board

the most appropriate

Hassled

Frustrated


Optimistic


Disapointed


Content


Hopeful

Annoyed


Happy

Apprehensive

Upset

Employment

Uncertain

Tired

Regretful

Impatient

k g

y

Thin in
or sa ing

I’m upset that it

Let’s grab a coffee

didn’t work out

Who’s going to
replace them?

I need to attract the

So many garbage

right kind of person

applicants to

How will this person

They seem like a

They’re a great

perform

good fit

addition to the

?

process

Do you know anyone

team
Tell me about your

who would be a
good fit

What attracted you
to this role?

This will take hours

?

previous role

This person looks
promising

Touchpoint

Meeting

LinkedIn, Phone

Seek, LinkedIn

Seek, LinkedIn

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Pain points

Losing an employee

Has to spend contacting

Accurately

Assessing experience

Spending time

Organising suitable trial

Spends time going

Being unable to

individuals

communicating the

interviewing candidates

work

through formal

accurately predict

onboarding and training

personality fit

company’s brand and the
job vacancy

Assessing personality

-

Time consuming to filter
out unsuitable applicants

O pportunit y

How might we increase
employee retention?

How might we reduce the

How might we help

time Michelle spends

Michelle accurately

contacting her network

?

communicate the
company’s brand and the
job vacancy

?

How might we assess an
applicant’s experience?
How might we assess an
applicant’s personality fit?

who aren’t appropriate

Judging each candidate’s

Onboarding the candidate

process

for the trial day

Having to restart the

ability and personality

How might we reduce
time spent inter viewing
candidates who aren’t
appropriate?

recruitment process

How might we help

How might we make the

How might we accurately

organise suitable trial

onboarding and training

predict whether a

work

process less

candidate will be a good

?

How might we show each

the efficiency of

candidate’s ability and

onboarding the candidate

personality

for the trial day

?

-

time consuming
How might we improve

?

personality fit

?

